Garden Granites sunrise - Stu Rosethorne

To the Pilbara and Beyond
Ross Mead
It was 12 months ago that the idea of a trip to the Pilbara, specifically Karijini
National Park, started to form in my mind. The last visit there had been on a
trip with my wife in 1978. I was keen to have another look, particularly at all
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the new walkways and stairs which had been constructed and installed at
the gorges by my friends and work colleagues at the DBCA Jarrahdale Work
Centre.
Getting the trip planned and setup was challenging. Various times and
options were discussed at the Club Committee before settling on the last
two weeks in August. Hopefully, the wildflowers might still be about, the
school holiday travellers thinned out and the weather suitable. The
destinations were expanded to also include Millstream and Exmouth. Time
away was capped at two weeks which would allow extended stays at the
main locations without making the trip too long.
The next issue to be investigated was location of camp sites. This was
limited as wild camping is not allowed in Karijini, Millstream and Cape Range
National Parks. Various local government areas also do not allow for wild
camping e.g. Exmouth and Carnarvon. Daily trip distances and travel times
were also part of the equation. On top of that was the need to book
accommodation/camp sites up to six months in advance because of the high
demand from travellers. After considering all of the above, a cap of eight
vehicles was put on the trip as this would be a manageable number.
(Story continues page 5)
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President's Report
David Peck

This year we are planning on having the Christmas function in a park to allow greater social
distancing. We are after ideas for somewhere with BBQs, toilets, some shelter or shade and
lighting so the event goes into the evening. If you know of somewhere good please let Jo
or one of the committee members know.
Thanks to Rob for updating the website. This was mainly background functionality with
newer and more secure PHP libraries. If you notice anything that’s not working properly
please let him know at webmaster@subaru4wdclubwa.asn.au
Thanks to Vanessa for setting up the Club Instagram page which you can find at
https://www.instagram.com/subaru4wdclubwa/ or @subaru4wdclubwa on your mobile
device.
Cheers,
David

DISCLAIMER
The material presented and the views expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily those held by
the Subaru 4WD Club of Western Australia Inc. Although we make every effort to keep information in
the newsletter accurate and non-offensive, we do not guarantee this. If you make use of the
information on this site it is at your own risk. We are not liable for any incidental, special or
consequential damages arising in relation to use of the material in this newsletter.

Please remember to support our Sponsors
New Life Member
Subaru 4WD Club of WA

SUBARU AUSTRALIA
SUBARU WANGARA
SUBARU OSBORNE PARK
RICHARD'S TYREPOWER
PREMIUM SUV OFF ROAD TRAINING
GREENSTONE
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Planning for The Big Trip

Vanessa Carn

This time last year a few club members were busy planning and packing for a two week road
trip led by Ross, To the Pilbara and Beyond. A lot of kms were covered and memories made, so
many that it has taken this long to make a start on sharing the story here. If you are thinking of
doing a big trip like this, read on and follow the journey over the next few editions.

Things to consider when planning a big trip:
Food, water and fuel requirements and resupply options
Road conditions and travel distances
Extra spare and tyre repair kit
Camp facilities
Bush camping and day trip requirements
First Aid kit, Defibrillator & Personal Locator Beacon
National Park entry passes
Excursion bookings

Cover Story
Ross Mead

Booking accommodation required the payment of either a 50% deposit or complete fees at the time of
booking. Given that there were no confirmed numbers at the time of booking, it was a leap of faith that
we would get the numbers planned for and that the lurking fear of a lock-down because of Covid-19
would not halt everything at the last minute.
So, there we were, at the BP Truck stop at Muchea at the allotted time on Saturday 14 August 2021 for
day one of our trip to the Pilbara and beyond. Everyone breathed a sigh of relief that we were actually
heading North. Unfortunately, trip numbers had fallen to five cars with seven adults and one child. Julia
Moore and her two youngest children were flying to Newman on Monday to meet Jason, Nathan and
the rest of us there.

Mike, Ross, Stu, Greg, Daniel and Jason (rear)
All ready to hit the road

To the Pilbara and Beyond Trip plan including distance and fuel stops
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To the Pilbara and Beyond
Day One - Saturday 14 August 2021
Ross Mead

It was with a certain gay abandon that we headed off for our first nights camp at Garden
Granites East of Cue. Everyone was enjoying the freedom of being on the road and looking
forward to our camp complete with campfire.
The trip North up the Great Northern Highway was great. Traffic was not too heavy. The
countryside looked magnificent with crops of brilliant yellow Canola alongside crops of rich
green wheat. All looked magnificent. Dams were full, grass was plentiful and the stock looked
fat and contented so the farmers should be happy.
It was pleasing to see the road realignment at Walebing is now completed with more
realignment work proceeding South of there.

Canola Fields Forever

Morning tea in Dalwallinu

First stop was for morning tea at
Dalwallinu with a raid on Jenny’s Bakery
to get coffee and cake.
A stretch of the legs around the park and
then back in the cars for the short drive to
Wubin for our first fuel stop.
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From p7
North of Wubin, we came across our first patch of wildflowers in a small reserve on the side of
the road. They looked spectacular with lots of different colours including yellow, white, pink
and mauve. This was a precursor to an ongoing display of wildflowers for the remainder of the
trip which was better than any I had ever seen before. A lunch stop at Payne’s Find allowed us
to get out and wander through the display of everlastings spread through the scrub.

Jason and Nathan enjoying their lunch in the shade

Looking forward, looking back ...

Greg warming his feet in the sun

Paynes Find

From p8
From Payne’s Find, it was on to Mount Magnet for a refuel for the cars and an ice-cream for
afternoon tea. The next place was Cue were we turned onto the Sandstone Road and headed
East to our campsite at Garden Granites. This road is gravel but in excellent condition. It is
used as a haul road from a mine further out. The mine keeps the road watered and graded to
prevent dust and potholes which was fine with us.
It was with a sigh of relief that we arrived at our campsite at 1715 hrs to find only one caravan
already there. I was expecting it to be busy but fortunately not. Everyone enthusiastically got
into setting up camp and gathering wood for our first campfire of the trip.
After tea, it was wonderful to be sat around a nice campfire in the still, crisp clear evening air.
The stars were out in force as was the moon. After a long day of travel and the release of
stress from finally being on the road, it was early to bed for me and the others. We fell asleep
to the distant sounds of road trains of ore passing on the Sandstone Road and the braying of
feral donkeys.

Cue campsite

Garden Granites is named after
the Chinese vegetable gardens
which were in the area during the
gold rush period in Cue.

Camp Carn
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To the Pilbara and Beyond
Day Two - Sunday 15 August 2021
Daniel Bedo
I woke up with birds calling at 5:30 after a mild 14 degree night so decided to climb the
nearby granite dome to watch the sunrise. Although not very high the rock provided a good
view of the surrounding country as the sun crept over the horizon. Road trains were visible
as they regularly passed along the Sandstone Road.
The brown rock had curious pale seams in it, some dead straight for many metres. Several
depressions had pools of water with small plants and ostracods, a type of crustacean,
crawling on the bottom. Signs of much more water having been present earlier were clear.
Tyre tracks in a dried pool showed someone had driven over the rock, probably in an ATV.
Returning to camp I learnt of a visit by a wild donkey during the night. Hoof prints showed it
had wandered through the camp right next to the tents. I clearly slept very well as I was
unaware of this.
The camp was packed and ready to go by 8:30 as Ross led us in a circumnavigation of the
rock before heading for the highway. We had a long days drive of 660 km on roads busy with
large trucks and road trains. There were some very large and wide loads; in particular two
huge bulldozers with front and rear escorts which we had to pass twice as they overtook us
while we stopped for fuel, tea or lunch. We just beat them to the road at our last fuel stop.
The vegetation became more sparse and even quite barren when we reached a sign marking
the official start of the North West. Soon small termite mounds appeared providing a more
typical northern landscape. Later crossing the Tropic of Capricorn marked our entry into the
tropical climate zone. I saw several wedgetail eagles feeding on road kill; they launched
themselves late with a slow take off close to passing cars. I also saw some cows but not in
the numbers you might expect with all the cattle stations we drove through. We stopped for
lunch beside a long muddy pool in the Gascoyne River.
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From p11

Kumerina Roadhouse - Last stop before Newman

Jason & Nathan sharing lunch by the Gascoyne River

The temperature rose during the day, reaching 30 degrees with increasing humidity as we
approached Newman. Dark clouds to the East looked threatening with rain visible in the
distance.
Just South of Newman, Ross led us East on the Marble Bar Road to find a campsite for our stay.
A lone cyclist was holding up a road train right on his back wheel on a narrow winding section
of the road. We eventually passed him but it would have been easier for the cyclist to stop and
let the truck through.
Taking a side track we eventually found a dry gravelly Fortescue Rover in which Ross nearly
got stuck as he scouted for a site to camp. We decided on the elevated banks which offered
suitable flat spots.
There were some sprinkles of rain while setting up camp and cooking dinner. Fortunately these
sprinkles did not develop into showers.
After dinner we gathered around a fluorescent lamp acting as an artificial campfire enjoying a
mild evening which had cooled from the 30 degrees and humidity on our arrival. Distant
rumbling of ore trains and chirping crickets made up the evening soundscape. As we chatted,
stars started to appear as the clouds thinned; by bedtime the threat of rain overnight had
passed.

"Is this really the best camp spot?"

Daniels Sandy Creek setup

(Story continues next month)

Magic Views and Wandoo Too
Day Trip - Wednesday 13 July
Joy Unno

A mid-week day trip lead by Stephan Millett taking in some magic views and forest tracks.
It was a fine but very brisk and nippy morning when we gathered at Sawyers Valley Oval ready
for our excursion into the forest. Tony had the right idea as he had woolly gloves on. Trip
Leaders Stephan and Hannah turned up and Stephan explained that this trip was going to be a
combination of highs and lows, spectacular high views and forest immersion. “Magic views and
Wandoo too” as the trip blurb said. It was good to see some of the newer members such as
Peter, Omar and Norm joining in as well us regulars, namely Tony, Daniel and myself.
First stop was at Mundaring Weir in Beelu National Park (NP), where we walked the dam wall
to view an item on the Milletts’ “must see” list. Indeed, it did not disappoint with the amazing
sight of white mist curls streaming across the water surface propelled by an icy wind. We were
lucky we were early enough to see this as the mist disappears in the heat of the day. Then it
was back in the cars, into the forest, and off to North Ledge, which provided a suitable scenic
southward looking view of the Mundaring Weir dam wall and the cerulean body of the Helena
River Reservoir behind it.

Mist on the water

Mundaring Weir
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From p13
Continuing eastwards through the forest along Firewood Road for a bit we eventually pulled over
for Morning Teeeeeeea! As long-time Club Member and Trip Leader Ian Johnson would famously
say. It was very pleasant communing with Nature under the tall green canopy, chatting with
friends and scoffing our biscuits. Tony, one of our orthinologically interested members, noted
that avians were a bit sparse in the area despite the odd bird song now and then. There was
some speculation as to why this might so – perhaps because the trees and undergrowth were
burned in the 2020 December boxing Day Chidlow bushfire and leaves were regenerating from
the epicormic shoots. There would be less flowers, insects and small invertebrates to sustain a
large bird population. It was later commented that The Wedge-tailed Eagle Man, Simon
Cherriman, in his new book “Hollowed Out”, said that the densely packed trunks of regrowth
forests promote hotter fires. On the other hand, the mature forest has large trees spaced out in
an open woodland structure and the fires are not so devastating.

Firewood Rd morning tea

As we moved along, we did pass Chidlow Road where the December fire was reported to have
started. The gravel forest tracks were mostly OK with an occasional muddy puddle but the tree
shadows over the road made if hard to see the ruts or pot-holes that suddenly appeared so
everyone was either concentrating on their driving or keeping a look out if a passenger. We
were now in the Wandoo National Park and true to its name the tall, white-trunked trees were
numerous. There were two subspecies around – Eucalyptus wandoo subsp. wandoo (Nonpowdery bark, with small residual patches of dark bark speckled on the white trunk) and E.
wandoo subsp. pulverea (Powdery bark). Wandoo wood is very dense and does not float and
so was popular for jetty pylons. Stephan has fond memories of getting a license and collecting
felled wandoo with the “help” of his young son. He then milled the wood and built beautiful gold
to reddish brown furniture which his now adult son has as a family heirloom. I have to admire
that kind of tangible connection between the generations. All my kids will get is a 345-page
thesis on the Autoecology of Soldier Crabs and thousands of Subaru Club trip photos 😊
We arrived at Mt Talbot Lookout for our third high view which some people managed to make
even higher by scaling a rickety looking ladder attached to a sturdy Wandoo tree. A pile of
lateritic rocks formed a cairn presumably marking the highest point. The cairn was holding up
an old shovel and an even older long wooden pole on which was carved barely discernible
letters which looked like “MT TALBOT”. A small Acacia at the foot of the cairn was a splash of
golden yellow in what had largely been a flowerless landscape so far. A blue-purple flowering
pea (probably Hovea) nearby added to the short list of flowering flora. The outlook was not as
open as previous views being obscured by trees, but provided a distant sight of forest covered
hills.

Mt Talbot

Mt Talbot view

Mt Talbot ascension

Mt Talbot blue pea flower

Mt Talbot Acacia

Mt Talbot cairn
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From p15
Not long after leaving Mt Talbot, we ceased our eastward progression and turned NNW,
arriving at Mt Observation Lookout where lunch was called. The group claimed a picnic bench
alongside a grove of towering, mature Wandoo trees and happily munched lunch while gazing
out at the wide vista of bushland and distant hills which more than made up for Mt Talbot’s
restrictions. We had spent so long gazing at the views and driving slowly along the holy tracks
that it was growing late in the afternoon. So, we had to get a move on, travelling West and then
South, completing the top half of an extremely wiggly figure of eight track plot. Then West and
North along the wiggly bottom half before reaching Mt Dale (see Track Plot picture below). It
wasn’t the artistic GPS rabbit or prawn track plot done by other people but I liked it.

Mt Observation vista
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From p17
Mt Dale was the grand finale of the magic views of the day. This Panoramic 220 degree field of
view available from the viewing balcony was really capable of producing transcendental
feelings of awe. For a few blissful moments all the niggardly little concerns of self disappeared
and we were part of a greater whole. The camera lens did not do the scene justice although
Omar took a very good panoramic shot on his phone. When we could finally tear our eyes away
from drinking in the view, we realised that this was the end of the trip. Saying our good byes
we thanked Stephan and Hanna for planning and carrying out this marvellous mid-week day
trip. Omar, Peter and Daniel headed back towards Brookton Highway while the rest of us drove
back to our start point at Sawyers Valley. With a final farewell to the Milletts, we turned onto
the Great Eastern Highway and headed home.
Thanks again Stephan and Hanna – I had a great time and it looked like everyone else did too.
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Hidden Highlights of the Hills

Day Trip - Friday 3 June
Hanna Silversides & Stephan Millett

The long weekend in early June was a busy time for the Club.
Trip Leader Stephan
As one trip was due to go South (Karri on in Winter)
and one trip was to head East (4WD Gathering of the Clans) our day trip on the Friday did the
highlights of the Perth hills, beginning by following the history of the railway line servicing the
old timber logging towns.
We gathered at Mt Helena which was settled in 1882 as a sawmill. It was best known as Lion
Mill and supplied jarrah for many well-known Perth buildings, including St George’s Anglican
Cathedral. It continued under various owners until it closed in 1924. The 120-year-old
‘Mounties’ tavern nearby still provides excellent food and drink for cyclists/horse
riders/hikers/locals travelling along the Kep track (which was the old railway line).
We then set off for Lake Leschenaultia in Chidlow (originally Chidlow’s Well ) - a man-made lake
created in 1897 to supply water for steam locomotives on the eastern railway. Now a nature
and tourist attraction it provides a beautiful spot to sit and watch birds or take the 3km walk
around the lake. The old pub at Chidlow provided a refreshment stop for train travellers for the
life of the railway and still has good food (and draught Guinness too).

Lake Leschenaultia (Chidlow)

Hanna and Peter

We then followed the route of the railway to the next village of Wooroloo (remembered by many
as the start of the devastating bushfires last year). This is a small settlement originally providing
staff to maintain the sanatorium treating diseases such as typhoid, tuberculosis and leprosy,
very prevalent during the gold rush era. now its main source of employment is at the Linley
Valley Meat works, Wooroloo prison farm and Acacia Prison.
We continued to Wundowie via Burmah Road and a diversion into part of the Woondowing
nature reserve where a small, steep rutted hill required some careful navigating. Wundowie is a
small country town established in 1948 specifically for the workers in the iron and steel plant.
Iron production has stopped, but the foundry has operated continuously since 1948, under a
number of owners. It was here that the Wundowie Wood Stove was made. This neat and
surprising little town provided a good stop for morning tea and access to other facilities.
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Hidden Highlights of the Hills

From p21

From here we continued east and made a detour through
another section of the Woondowing nature reserve via a secret
side track which emerged again near Bakers Hill.
Coming over the scarp at Avon Ridge
From there we made our way northeast to a lovely small hidden nature reserve called
Panorama View Reserve (where Stephan managed to bottom out his car on a track where new
anti-hoon humps had been put in since he reconnoitred the trip!). Heading west we took a run
down a pretty road that ran parallel to Toodyay Road before joining it at Fernie Road. We then
passed Noble Falls Tavern before taking winding scenic back roads to Fred Berry Reserve, a
secluded nature reserve ideal for a lunch stop and a chance to walk among the birds and
kangaroos – and again have access to water and toilets.
Then we were off to enjoy the amazing Lookout in Walyunga National Park where far below us
the Avon River and the standard gauge railway to the east run side by side. The final leg was
via some really spectacular views over the coastal plain from Avon Ridge to end the day at Bells
Rapids.

Admiring the view from Walyunga
lookout in Walyunga National Park
(South of Avon River)

Post lunch walk at Fred Berry Reserve, Gidgegannup

Bells Rapids (Avon/Swan River)

This day trip was especially fun for people not wishing to commit to a weekend away and as it
was so well enjoyed we plan to run some more mid-week day trips – check the website for new
mid-week trips.

Adrians Tyre Deflator Demo

June General Meeting
Joy Unno

Adrian lived up to his name as the 'King of Gadgets and Gear Auto and Camping Related' by
producing nine different tyre deflators plus a couple of tyre pressure gauges, and doing a quick
demo, after the June General Meeting. People were quite excited to view this comprehensive
collection and listen to Adrian’s sage advice on which would be a suitable deflator for their
needs. I have the Staun deflators with two pre-set to 15 psi and two pre-set to the 'Hail Mary
please get me off this beach before the tide comes in' 8 psi. It took some help from David to
set these properly so I was interested to see that other versions, such as Campboss and JT
Brooks Pro, have the psi marked on them making them easier to pre-set.
Adrian had two types of tyre deflators on display:
The automatic valve compressing type such Straun, Campboss and JT Brooks
The unscrew the valve stem such as ARB EZ Deflator

The main difference between the two types is that the ARB EZ types are faster than the Staun
types because they allow air to escape quicker. This can be a significant factor for the
'Heavies' when you have four huge tyres to deflate from 40 psi to 15 psi, possibly several times
during a trip. This is not such an issue with the smaller Subaru tyres.
The disadvantage to the ARB EZ types is that if you don’t do the procedure properly, you can
eject the valve stem and the tyre instantly deflates. Also, some of the cheaper versions have
been known to damage the valves.
So, it is up to you to decide which type would be best. If you do a lot of off-roading especially
in sand, then a quick deflator would be perfect. If you only deflate occasionally then the valve
compressor type may be the one for you.
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* Rapid Tyre Deflators that remove the valve pin are not suitable with vehicles with Internal Tyre Pressure Monitors.
Mid &Top Spec models since 2015 can come with Internal TPMS so a Rapid Tyre Deflator is NOT suitable.

Tyre Deflators
Adrian’s Top Picks:
Simple, Hassle free and very accurate is the Bushranger 4WD 3in1 Combo Gauge/Deflator.
For some versatility, and convenience the JT Brooks and Campboss Adjustable 4pack sets are
quite good, but you’ll need a gauge to check after deflation as they can vary a little and not
always stop at the correct pressure.
For the quickest deflation, the Iron Man Air Champ is fast and easy however not compatible with
internal TPMS and runs the risk of losing the valve pin if you are clumsy or forget the steps.
If you’re using the same pressure every time, then Stauns or Trailheads are a good option.
Regardless of the Automatic or Manual deflator type you always want a basic push on Dial or
Digital Gauge to verify your tyre pressures and do spot checks over the day is important to have.
Adrian’s general advice:
Keep your gauge or deflator clean and out of the
sand/dirt!
Sand gets in and will stop automatic deflators stopping
correctly, causing tyres to go flat. It can also stop
gauges reading accurately.
Adrian’s bottom picks:
The DFL8 are very inconsistent and in-accurate.
Avoid these.
Generic copies are typically lower quality and accuracy
compared to the originals.
Try and avoid them if you can.
Some more fast facts:
Manufacturer recommended cold PSI is 32psi
Scaled to current winter colder mornings is 30psi
Difference between regular cold, and regular hot pressure is 3-4psi, so when in pumping tyres
with hot air you should aim for regular cold + 3/4psi. So, 36psi is a good target pressure for
pumping up tyres when hot.
If you want better handling and economy, add 3psi, so cold becomes 35psi, and hot becomes
38/39psi.
Typically our vehicles are best with all pressures the same or within 1psi of each other.
For sand driving we have found certain pressures better than others, and the importance of an
accurate and easy gauge made the difference between getting bogged and driving out easily.
If you'd like further guidance for product recommendations please email Adrian directly.
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Day Trip

Trips & Socials
Please refer to the club website for all
dates & details
www.subaru4wdclubwa.asn.au

New members are advised that UHF radio’s
are required for all club trips.
They can be hired from the club by indicating on the
website when you put your name down for a trip or by
contacting trips co-ordinator Adrian on 0424 723 558
or email trips@subaru4wdclubwa.asn.au

AUGUST 2022

SEPTEMBER 2022

Camp Fire Cooking
Learning Weekend
6 to 7 August
Adrian Longwood

Gallivant the Goldfields
3 to 18 September
Jo Norton

Barging around Dirk Hartog Island
15 to 22 August
Tony Richards

Kaarakin Clean-Up Day & BBQ
11 September
Joy Unno
Explore the Wheatbelt
16 to 18 September
Jo Norton

Strike it Lucky
Super Bowl Melville
20 August
Jo Norton
Golden Field Days
24 August
Stephan Millett
Lancelin Sand Dunes
27 August
Adrian Longwood

OCTOBER 2022
Subaru Olympics
Annual Dinner & Awards
Greenhills Tavern
22 October
DECEMBER 2022
Christmas Lights in Albany
Deb Thyne
8 to 11 December
APRIL 2023
Quobba Astronomy Adventures
Quobba Stations
16 to 23 April

The Club is running trips for members
in accordance with the latest advice issued by the
WA State Government COVID-19 Guidelines.

Just because you cairn, doesn’t mean you should!
Our parks and forests are wild areas that need to stay wild.
Rock cairns have been used historically as navigational aids when there is no obvious track
to follow—when used for this purpose the use is well respected.
Rock stacks which are purely for somebody’s pleasure,
are becoming a problem in many parks.
Look beyond what may be visually pleasing to some,
notice how the dry creek bed is now bare of its rock cover!
All these stacked rocks should be on the ground serving their purpose.
Next time you think about stacking stones, consider:
👉 if you do one, it may encourage others to make them also
👉 you may like the look of it, but the next person might find it intrusive and unsightly
👉 stones in creek beds help soil absorb water by preventing runoff
👉 stones and rocks help to stop erosion along creeks and walking tracks
👉 scattered rocks provide critical habitat and refuge for many plants and animals.

So, remember, leave only footprints when visiting our parks and forests!

Cania Gorge National Park(Image: Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service)

